Raising Our Vibrational Frequency For World Peace
By Anonymous
What can we do to make ours a more peaceful planet? We have to individually raise our
vibratory frequency on a global level. How do we raise our frequency? Simply by loving
more. The goal of the soul while on earth is to vibrate to the highest level that can be
achieved while in the human flesh body.
The highest vibration is God, Love or Christ Consciousness. In order to get ‘there,’ which
is ‘here,’ don’t look out there for the Kingdom of God for it lies within. If we do not
achieve this energetic vibration, we force ourselves to return to earth (or another material
dimension) to learn the lessons of love. As the song goes, “All you need is love.”
So, we all are just a bunch of bundles of vibrating energy — light or dark. How do we
know this? Read what these spiritual teachers, physicists and scientists have said:
Paramahansa Yogananda: “Each (hu)man is stamped with his(her) own vibratory
signature of his(her) own state of consciousness…”
Dr. Walter Semkiw: “We are born with a set of frequencies…our energy signature…”
Eckhart Tolle: “Every human being emanates an energy field…vibrating at a particular
range of frequencies and thoughts.”
Dr. Gary Zukav: “A thought is a form formed out of energy or light that has been shaped
by consciousness. There is light and there is shaping of light by consciousness. This is
creation.”
Wynn Free: “As a human soul reincarnates from lifetime to lifetime its energetic
signature…uniquely coded…programs…unique intelligent patternings and archetypes…
receives an imprint of exact planetary configuration at the moment of birth.”
Dr. Deepak Chopra: “You will…influence the lives you incarnate into.”
Rodney Collin: “Form multiplied by its time yields its own unique signature.”
Dr. Michael Newton: “Intelligent energy waves create subatomic particles of matter.”
Dr. Nikolai Kozyrev: “Time is a form of energy.”
Dr. Brian O’Leary: “Mass may not exist at all.”

Dr. Paul Davies: “A unified mathematical scheme with an emerging pattern, design, plan,
and blueprint and intelligent design.”
A powerful prayer that we all should invoke daily, that will raise the energetic frequency
of the planet, is this one: “I am eternally grateful and thankful Lord God for giving me
the opportunity to bring peace and love to planet earth.” It is our thoughts that shape
reality and the reality we all should want is a world of brotherly love and peace.
I have offered “The Solution to a Permanent and Lasting Peace Between Israel, Palestine
and the World” through the Foundation for World Peace.
The Foundation For World Peace* offers insights to peaceful solutions for an embattled
planet. In Hawaii we speak of Aloha. Aloha means love and comes from the breath of
God. When we come together in the spirit of peace, love, light and understanding,
focused on change, we bring about higher conscious awareness, empowerment,
betterment and the upliftment of humanity. We can effect positive change to rights,
health, resources, environment, land, air and the food we eat.
The power of will, attention to intention, and focused, directed spiritual energy, can make
the world a better and safer place for our children.
*See Ephesians 2:20; Isaiah 28:16; 1 Corinthians 3:11; Psalm 118:22; Acts 4:11; Luke
20:17; Mark 12:10; Matthew 21:42
The author wishes to remain anonymous, and invites readers to explore this website:
www.TheCenterForWorldPeace.Love. Remember: Christ-Mas means ‘love more.’

